List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- **Popular protest in the new Middle East: Islamism and post-Islamist politics/ by Are Knudsen (ed) and Basem Ezbidi (ed). London: I B Tauris, 2014 [909.0956 KNU (059026)]**
- **Asymmetrical threat perceptions in India-China relations/ by Tien-Sze Fang. New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2014 [327.54051 FAN (059029)]**
- **Tibet's relations with the Himalaya/ by Siddiq Wahid (ed). New Delhi: Academic Foundation, 2017 [327.51505496 WAH (059031)]**
- **Siachen: conflict without end/ by V R Raghavan. New Delhi: Penguin Books India, 2002 [355.4 RAG (059032)]**
- **History of Indian literature (Vol.1)/ by M Winternitz. Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1927 [891.09 WIN (059033)]**
- **History of Indian literature (Vol.2)/ by M Winternitz. Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1927 [891.09 WIN (059034)]**
- **History of Indian literature (Vol.3)/ by M Winternitz. Delhi: Motilal Banarsidas, 1963 [891.09 WIN (059035)]**
- China's Hegemony: Four Hundred Years of East Asian Domination/ by Ji-Young Lee. New York: Columbia University Press, 2016 [327.5105 LEE (059040)]
- Global Political Theory/ by David Held (ed) and Pietro Maffettone (ed). Cambridge: Polity Press, 2016 [172.4 HEL (059044)]
- Foreign Policy in the Twenty-First Century/ by Christopher Hill. London: Palgrave, 2016 [327.1 HIL (059045)]
- Killing of Osama Bin Laden/ by Seymour M. Hersh. London: Verso, 2017 [327.73009 HER (059046)]
- Bottom-Up Approaches in Governance and Adaptation for Sustainable Development: Case Studies from India and Bangladesh/ by Pradip Swarnakar (ed), Stephen Zavestoski (ed), and Binay Kumar Pattnaik (ed). New Delhi: Sage Publications India Pvt Ltd, 2017 [338.954 SWA (059050)]
- Mini-India: The Politics of Migration and Subalternity in the Andaman Islands/ by Philipp Zehmisch. New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2017 [954.8 ZEH (059051)]
- We Know All About You: The Story of Surveillance in Britain and America/ by Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017 [005.805 JEF (059052)]
Growing the tree of science: Homi Bhabha and the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research / by Indira Chowdhury. New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2016 [059057]

War from the ground up: twenty first century combat as politics / by Emile Simpson. London: Hurst and Company, 2015 [059058]


Fundamentals of information systems security / by David Kim and Michael G Solomon. Burlington: Jones and Barlett Learning, 2014 [059062]


Responding to genocide: the politics of international action / by Adam Lupel (ed) and Ernesto Verdeja (ed). New Delhi: Viva Books, 2016 [059066]

Right to be forgotten: privacy and the media in the digital age / by George Brock. London: I B Tauris. [059067]


Terrorist transgressions: gender and the visual culture of the terrorist / by Sue Malvern (ed) and Gabriel Koureas (ed). London: I B Tauris, 2014 [059069]


World since 1945 / by Wayne C McWilliams and Harry Piotrowski. New Delhi: Viva Books, 2016 [059074]

Under the black flag: at the frontier of the new jihad / by Sami Moubayed. London: I B Tauris, 2016 [059075]
- **US missile defense strategy: engaging the debate** by Michael Mayer. Colorado: FirstForum Press, 2015 [358.1740973 MAY (059076)]